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Sumilary
A long-pulse induction acceleration unit has been
installed 1n the high-current C s bean line at LBL
and has accelerated heavy ions. A naxinun energy
gain of 250 fceV for 1.5 us is possible. The unit
comprises 12 independent nodules which nay be used
to synthesize a variety of waveforms by varying the
triggering times of the low-voltage
trigger
generators.
+

25 kV, consequently several thousand steps are
required with pulse durations longer than 1 »s.
While the staircase approximations might appear
coarse over a short distance such as 1 meter, they
are probably satisfactory when averaged over dis
tances of a few tens of meters (comparable to the
bunch length) over which some appreciable intrabunch
notion should just start to occur. This distance
would contain about 100 modules, a .nodule being
defined as a single pulser driving a number of cores
(two, in our case).

Introduction
Description
The Heavy Ion Fusion group at LBL has developed
conceptual designs of Induction linacs which accel
erate a few hundred micro coulombs of charge to megajoule energies for Inertia! Confinement Fusion.1
In these machines a single bunch of Ions Is acceler
ated from typically 1 MeV to 10 GeV with an
accompanying decrease 1n pulse duration from about
10 ps at the entrance of the accelerator to 100 ns
at the exit (followed by further bunching down to
20 ns in a drift distance between the accelerator
and the fusion reactor). Because the ions are nonrelativlstic throughout the process and can move with
respect to each other, it is necessary to apply lon
gitudinal control to the bunch, in the form of shaped
waveforms, in addition to the usual flat voltage
pulses (corrected for beam loading) which are
required for a monoenergetic output. The required
corrections which are new to acceleration of intense
beams of heavy ions are, at any instant of time, a
linear electric field in space for bunchlength control, plus the negative of the gradient of
the space charge potential of the beam for counter
acting space charge longitudinal defocusing.
These
requirements translate into specified desirable
applied waveforms at any location. The largest devi
ations from flat waveforms occur in the low energy
portion of the accelerator.

The first such induction unit has just been com
pleted and installed at the exit of the LBL highcurrent Cs* injector facility,* as shown 1n
Figure 1, where it may be used for additional accel
eration and correction of the energy profile of the
ion bean. The main function of the device, however,
is as an engineering prototype of one of the kinds
of units that may be required In the future. There
are 12 independently driven core pairs, i.e. 12
modules, within a common container, which would
increase the particle energy by 250 keV if triggered
simultaneously. The typical module consists of a
high-power pulse generator which drives two large
induction cores in parallel, a reset pulser which
restores the magnetic core to negative saturation
before the beginning of the acceleration pulse, and
a correction network which is used to modify the
accelerating pulse. Each core drives two resistively
graded sections of the centrally located accelerating
column, at a low enough voltage such that each of the
two sections can support the full voltage. A simpli
fied sketch of one module and Its drive circuitry is
shown in Figure 2.

There exists a large technological data-base
developed for acceleration of electron beams in the
1-10 kA range which is directly applicable to the
greater part of a heavy-ion induction linac. Host
of the experience 1s for pulse durations well under
1 us, corresponding to the high energy end of the ion
accelerator. The large flat-pulse module built at
N8S to provide a 2 us, 400 kV pulse for acceleration
of a 1 kA electron beam represents the culmination
of an R&D program for economical long pulse modules
and provides the only experience base for the low
energy end of the ion machine'. Here we report on
an early stage in an analogous process for heavy
ions.
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To provide the desired waveforms we are proposing
to use a few types of standardized modules, contain
ing core and pulser combinations which can be inde
pendently triggered, and to approximate the waveforms
in staircase fashion by varying the firing times of
a large number of them. The step amplitude chosen in
the low energy end of the accelerator is nominally
*Work supported by the Ass i stant Secretary for
Defense Programs, Office of Inertial Fusion, Laser
Fusion Division, U.S. Department of Energy, under
Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF0D098.

Fig. 1. The induction module being installed 1n the
high-current Cs " beam line
1

The induction core is wound with 2 mil thick 3.25
percent silicon steel tape which is insulated with
an inorganic phosphate coating with a ceramic filler,
resulting in a radial packing fraction of 92 percent.
The cores are insulated axially from the drive con
ductors with Mylar sheets, and the entire unit Is

Fig. 5. Silicon steel core driven to saturation from
a small capacitor, with a correction network
at the output to modify waveform. This 1s
the output voltage from the prototype of one
module. Top trace voltage, bottom trace
current.

Fig. 4. Hetglas core driven to saturation from
large capacitor. Top trace voltage, bottom
trace current.
useful flux change can be obtained from the core,
but the post-saturation drive current rises to large
values, as shown in Figure 4, and efficiency suffers.
Ideally, one would like the exciting current to go
to zero as the core saturates. While this desirable
behavior can be obtained with a controllable switch
such as a hard tube, it is too expensive an option.
Instead, a simp!" closing switch, a core with
reasonably square-ioop behavior, and a pulse-forming
network were selected which decrease the post-pulse
current at the expe.-se of wasting some of the avail
able flux during the voltage fall time, as shown in
Figure 5. The correcting network Is essentially an
LC across the core which takes energy from the PFN
at the start of the pulse, when the drive current is
small, and returns it at the end of the pulse when
the drive current is large.

Table I. Comparison of Core Materials
2 mil
silicon steel
Saturation Induction,
Remanent Induction,
Coercive Force
Available Induction Change
at High Impedance,
Average Apparent Impedance
During 1.5us Pulse
Radial Packing Fraction
Cost

The core Josses, which are a function of eddy
currents and hysteresis, may be reduced by several
means, the main one being the use of thinner lamina
tions in the regime of interest for induction linacs.
Cost considerations, of course influence the designs.
At the time the module was designed, the 2 mil steel
was chosen because the pulser cost increased more
than the material savings when going to 4 mil steel,
and because the material cost increased substantially
more than the pulser cost decreased when going to
1 mil material.
The recently developed Hetglas
material, an amorphous magnetic metallic glass tape,
has been decreasing in price and might become the
material of choice in the future.
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